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DEVELOPMENT TOOLS & OPERATING SYSTEMS FEATURE

Structures and Classes in C++
A shift to C++ has been anticipated for many years. There is a very healthy
interest in the language and some development teams have adopted it, but the
expected wholesale transition has not yet occurred. Many engineers are very
wary of the language, as they feel that using it relinquishes some of the control
that they are accustomed to with C.
Read more

 

EMBEDDED NETWORKING NEWS
CANopen Electronic Data Sheet Specification Extended
CiA 306-2 specifies an Excel-based database format for CANopen device
profiles. A specific profile description can be used to test a dedicated electronic
datasheet on conformity. 
Read more
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ADVERTISEMENT

Express-CF/CFE COM EXPRESS Type 6 Modules Now at Mouser.
ADLink Express-CF/CFE COM Express Type 6 Modules support the 64-
bit 8th Generation Intel? Core? or Xeon? processor with Mobile Intel
QM370, HM370 or CM246 chipset.
Sponsored by Mouser Electronics

 

INDUSTRIAL COMPUTING NEWS
congatec Offers Rugged Class Data Processing Engines to Digitize the
Oil and Gas Industry
In order to meet the requirements of the upstream and midstream oil and gas
industry, the embedded edge computing platforms are designed for extended
temperature ranges, with optional conformal coating to protect against the
effects of salt water or condensation caused by large temperature fluctuations. 
Read more

ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY NEWS
ON Semi Sponsors IEEE?s ?Empower a Billion Lives? Competition
Twenty-three teams from around the world have been named Global Finalists
in IEEE?s Empower a Billion Lives, an innovation competition to identify and
promote cutting-edge, high-impact solutions to extreme poverty and lack of
access to energy in the developing world.
Read more

POWER ELECTRONICS NEWS
TT Electronics? SMT Inductors Serve Advanced Industrial Applications
The HM66M series power inductors serve industrial and telecommunications
applications, and the HM66M is a shielded, miniature low-profile inductor that
integrates a ferrite material core for significant permeability and temperature
advantages.
Read more

ADVERTISEMENT

Panel Discussion: Security in the 5G Era
Sponsored by: Lanier, Telit, Wind River 

Date: September 4, 2:00 p.m. ET
REGISTER NOW

 

POWER ELECTRONICS FEATURE

The Effects of Advanced Battery Management on
Healthcare Energy Storage Systems
Energy storage systems are not directly linked to patients, nor are they
operated by doctors. They are the next step forward for uninterruptible power
supplies (UPS), and are becoming fully integrated with hospital power grids.
Read more
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